
Waiver for Animals Attending the Pet Lover Show 2019 
 

I am a SHOW ATTENDEE bringing animal(s) into the 2019 Pet Lover Show, produced by Red Sky 
Marketing dba Pet Lover Shows (hereafter referred to as the “Event”). 
 

I agree to the following:  

 I acknowledge that my animal(s) is up-to-date on all age appropriate vaccinations, is not of an 

aggressive nature, is not in heat, (if a male dog and over six months old), is neutered, and to the 

best of my knowledge, is free from any contagious diseases or conditions that would make it a 

danger to any participant, spectator, other individual, or animal. 

 I understand and agree that this signed waiver is mandatory to have my animal(s) in attendance 

at the Event. 

 I agree to comply with all rules and regulations pertaining to participation in the Event, including 

the strict adherence to areas that may be designated as out-of-bounds areas by the show 

management or the Tradex venue.   

 I also understand the Event, its employees, owners, members, managers, volunteers, and 

representatives, and any other individuals or professional entities involved with the production 

of the Event, reserves the right to refuse admittance to any unruly, aggressive, unsuitable, or 

visibly ill animal(s).  In addition, I also know that my animal may be asked to leave the Event if it 

displays behaviours that are deemed to be disruptive or dangerous.   

Event Name:    Pet Lover Show         Date:   February 23 - 24 2019 

I affirm that I am the person designated as responsible for the animal(s) brought to the Event by me 
and I agree to indemnify and hold harmless Red Sky Marketing Inc dba Pet Lover Shows, Tourism 
Abbotsford Society, City of Abbotsford any other person, company, or organization from any liability 
resulting from my animal’s attendance. I understand that this Release Agreement is a contract and 
that I have read all of its terms. I am aged 18 or older and am legally competent to execute this 
Release Form.  

 

Print Name:                                                                                                   Signature: 

                                                                                                

Animal Type / Breed, and Animal Name if Applicable; Please List All, Attach Separate Sheet If Needed:                                                       

 

 

 

Email Address: 

Phone Number:                                                       

Under no circumstances will my information be sold to outside parties. 


